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Cleanroom Gowning/Degowning Procedure 
 

PROCEDURE 
 

M-CC-P-004 REVISION A 
 

                                                                            
Prerequisites: 
 
 Clean, non-fraid work clothes (no sweaters, no torn clothes, nothing soiled, no 
tank tops), clean and dry closed toe shoes, no perfume or makeup. Training is to be 
current. 
                         
Gowning Procedure 
 
1. Upon entering the anteroom one must walk on the tacky mats to remove any 

possible contamination on the sole of their shoes. 

2. Immediately after entering the anteroom put on a pair of disposable shoe covers, 

bouffant (tuck all hair inside, and cover ears with bouffant), and gloves. 

3. Move to the clean side of the room. 

4. Obtain the correct size hood, suit, and boots required for gowning. 

5. Place head cover on head, completely covering bouffant hair cover, by handling 

only the inside of hood. Adjust snaps or ties for a snug fit and proper face/neck 

seal. 

6. Place facemask on. 

7. Place the one-piece coverall on, being careful not to allow the coverall to drag on 

the floor.  Tuck the head cover bibs completely inside the coverall and zip the 

coverall up completely. 

8. Snug up slack material around the ankle and snap the leg of the coverall closed 

with pant leg completely inside the garment. 

9. Place clean room full length boots on and tuck the coverall into the boots.  Make 

sure the gaiter is snapped to the coverall behind the calf and the boots are snapped 

tight around the leg. 

10. Put hardhat or communicator on as needed at this time. 
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11. Inspect completed gown in mirror, fix any loose hair and ensure minimal skin is 

exposed. 

12. Upon entering the cleanroom area be sure to walk on the tack mat.  If tacky mat 

appears visibly contaminated or are no longer tacky replace the mat. 

 End of Procedure 

 
 
 
 
Degowning Procedure 
 
1. Upon leaving the cleanroom area degown on the clean side by removing boots, 

coverall, then facemask and hood in that order.  

2. Place garments in correct laundry baskets or hang for subsequent use.  Laundry 

baskets are segregated by boots and coveralls.  Do not place garments in the wrong 

baskets as boots typically have more contamination than coveralls. 

3. Move to the street cloths side and remove bouffant, shoe covers and gloves. 

4. Exit the anteroom.  

 End Of Procedure 
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M-CC-P-004 Cleanroom Gowning/Degowning Procedures 
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